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Conservative CorrectorFields

Det.wel*(M) is awhen IfeCO(M) s.t. df:W. In this

case, call f a potential for a unique up to adding a locally
constantfunction).

· call a conrative when pusmooth closed Sarve U,

(w =0.

By FTLI, exact ->conservative.

Pop ~ is conservative ifitsline integrals are pathindependent
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Tim wef)*(M) is exact if it'sconservative.

* =>V (FTLE)

E Assume M coun'd atfirstso I pw smooth pathquq
tp, qeM. Write Jaw for J, Wany pursmooth path pung.
This is well-defined by is conservative. Now fix

p.EM and define fiM -IR
9-jaw.



wis:f smooth and of =w.

-
Take gotM, (U, will smooth chartatgo. Need to show

,(90) =wj(qo),j =1...., n Horw =[Widx;
in local

to conclude ofg."was words)

Take Vita, 2]-U, setp,
=Vl-a). Now define

+-> tej



F:M-R and note f(a)-F(g) = /aw-1w
q-

Thus it suffices to show

(9) =wj(a! -wantatthe
Have CCH =Exslu by construction

=>WOI (it):[WiCUt dx: (er)
=wj(U(t))



Further, FoUl):SUMa=/Wris(O'(s)) ds= fewj(rsIlds
Thus col:VCOSE:E1.FUCH

-1. Sts(risids =wj(rcoll =

w,(q).

To do: boundary points (p. 294)

· (M)> 1



Noteveryrestarfieldateas
x
+
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I 8 =2x =0.
St

Asimple obstruction toexactness:

Ifw =dfthen in local cords (xi), wi=
=::foxi

f smooth



Don Call we CtY(M) od when I smooth local cords (xi),

③ Ewi=e

Prop Exact -> closed.
-

Chucking awon allocal words sounds hard. But:

p TFAE:

ca) w is closed

(b) wcatisfies & in some smooth chartaround each point
() open UEM, V,WeCt(U),

x)0(7)) - Y(w(X)) =w ((X,4]).



⑰(a) => (b)

(b) =(c) In local words, w: [Widx", X:[Xi, 4:[TiExi

so X(W(Y)) =x(92:4) =47:Xw,+w,XY:

=[P:[!;j) +wiXY:)
Y(w(x) =(4: [1Y*) -:YX:)

chee XW()) -Y(0(X)) =[wi(XY: - 7X:)
=w(IX,Y]).



(1) -(a) X =5:14 =exs +lax,x) =0

gives

OWxclosed of exactin general. -=
cy

E.g. W:zda. *(R-0) is closed but not exact

The failure of closed -exactis related to the "hole"in

R20.

call UCR" star-shaped when 5ptUs.t. line segment

p
tg is a subset ofU FgeU.



Poinare Lemma forContor Fields
onstar-shapeddomains:
Ifu can is open, stahna.*
then

every
closed vector field

on U is exact. pp.
296-297

With de Rham cohomology, we'll build far more powerful
answers to the closed is exactquestion.


